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RE-DEFINING THE USER EXPERIENCE
WITH BOTS - A POINT OF VIEW

Abstract
Chatbots have disrupted the way human conversations on
selling, buying, enquiring, and complaining and a host of
other functions are perceived. The huge shift in technology
that has changed the way people interact is evident in every
walk of life. Messaging technologies further aid its users to
use chat for almost anything and it is truly perceived as a
quick and easy platform for communication. This coupled
with the advancements in AI and cognitive technologies /
services, machine learning and various levels of automation
made Chatbots very popular and in vogue. An important
part of the Chatbot design process is to account for
Chatbot UX, because it is essential to enable customers
to get accustomed to it and eventually enjoy using it. This
paper illustrates a point of view on key areas of focus to
be considered, while designing and developing Bots to
re-define the overall user experience and enable bots to be
enterprise friendly.
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technical code supporting the bot fail. Seeing errors like response not found o
the user and the bot has basically lost the user at Hello, with this kind of error m
or restart or start over or some kind of help option, will guide the user out of t
restart the process.
Errors in a bot experience can be of
different types. The first scenario to be
considered is when the framework or the
technical code supporting the bot fail.
Seeing errors like response not found or
stack trace error etc., make no sense to the
user and the bot has basically lost the user
at Hello, with this kind of error message.
Giving the user an option to reset or restart
or start over or some kind of help option,
will guide the user out of this situation and
even enable the user to restart the process.
The second scenario to be considered is
when users do something unexpected.
As part of the design some kind of rescue
path, would be needed to handle scenarios
where the bot doesn’t understand the user
or doesn’t have data to respond with. It is
common for the bot to say  “I didn’t quite
get that” or “I am sorry, I don’t understand”,
but again this is a scenario which
doesn’t help the user to move forward.
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an alternative path such as transferring
to a human agent or sending an email to
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users with an option to exit from the conversation to combat errors or
from the conversation to combat errors
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this options added to the main conversation, like the one
experience.
Havinginmenu
or misunderstandings will enhance the
context is user errors. Especially in a
user experience. Having menu options
conversational interface, typos can be
added to the main conversation, can be
a really common error made by users.
Providing users the option to re-confirm

very helpful.
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Let us take an example of a weather bot with basic functionality and how it interacts with a user.

Let us take an example of a weather bot with basic functionality and how it interacts with a user.
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Let us take another example of a health bot, which is more formal in nature and how it interacts with a user.

Let us take another example of a health bot, which is more formal in nature and how it interacts with a user.
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Conclusion

Conclusion

To summarize, creating an absorbing, enjoyable bot experience is certainly a key differentiator between the bots that see
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